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[Image: Polar regions of major Solar System bodies. Top left, clockwise - Near-surface zonal flows around
the solar north pole Bogart et al. (2015); Earth’s changing magnetic field from ESA’s Swarm constellation;
Southern polar cap of Mars from ESA’s ExoMars; Jupiter’s poles from the NASA Juno mission; Saturn’s
poles from the NASA Cassini mission.]

Overview
We aim to embark on one of humankind’s great journeys – to travel over the poles of our star,
with a spacecraft unprecedented in its technology and instrumentation – to explore the polar
regions of the Sun and their effect on the inner heliosphere in which we live. The polar vantage
point provides a unique opportunity for major scientific advances in the field of heliophysics, and
thus also provides the scientific underpinning for space weather applications.
It has long been a scientific goal to study the poles of the Sun, illustrated by the NASA/ESA
International Solar Polar Mission that was proposed over four decades ago, which led to the
flight of ESA’s Ulysses spacecraft (1990 to 2009). Indeed, with regard to the Earth, we took the
first tentative steps to explore the Earth’s polar regions only in the 1800s. Today, with the aid of
space missions, key measurements relating to the nature and evolution of Earth’s polar regions
are being made, providing vital input to climate-change models. The poles of other planets have
also been explored using spacecraft, revealing the ice caps of Mars and the unexpected and
intriguing polar flow patterns of the gas giants Jupiter and Saturn. However, the polar regions
that remain largely uncharted are the poles of our Sun, yet it is those polar regions that have a
major influence on the activity cycle of our star and, thus, have impacts on the environment
around our own planet.
Ulysses used a Jupiter fly-by to achieve an orbit with an inclination 80° out of the ecliptic plane,
and, from distances as close as 0.54 A.U. was able to measure the in-situ particle and field
environments above the Sun’s polar regions; Ulysses did not carry instrumentation to image the
Sun. However, the mission did provide seminal observations of different particle and field
environments of the solar wind emerging from polar and equatorial regions. That said, to date
we are blind as to what the solar poles actually look like and how they behave in enough detail
to understand the role the polar regions play in, for example, the solar cycle.
In 2020, ESA’s Solar Orbiter mission will launch, with an array of 10 instruments to probe directly
the solar wind, as previous missions have done, but also directly image the sources of the solar
wind. Solar Orbiter is a solar encounter mission, with prime orbits allowing solar approach to
within Mercury’s orbit every 150 days. The later phases of the mission use Venus Gravity Assists
(VGA) to slowly raise the spacecraft out of the ecliptic plane to reach 30° helio-latitude. The
mission’s focus is the study of links between solar wind measurements from the in-situ
instrumentation and sources of the solar wind from the remote sensing instrumentation. This is
the first time that remote sensing of the sources of the solar wind has been done hand in hand
with in-situ measurements this close to the Sun. The out-of-ecliptic phase will provide the first
ever view of the poles, towards the end of the mission lifetime.
A mission to view the solar poles from high helio-latitudes (above 70°) will build on the experience
of Solar Orbiter as well as a long heritage of successful solar missions and instrumentation (e.g.
SOHO (Domingo et al., 1995), STEREO (Howard et al., 2008), Hinode (Kosugi et al., 2007)), but
will focus for the first time on the solar poles, enabling scientific investigations that cannot be
done by any other mission. One of the major mysteries of the Sun is the solar cycle. The activity
cycle of the Sun drives the structure and behaviour of the heliosphere and is, of course, the
driver of space weather. In addition, solar activity and variability provides fluctuating input into
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the Earth climate models, and these same physical processes are applicable to stellar systems
hosting exoplanets. One of the main obstructions to understanding the solar cycle, and hence
all solar activity, is our current lack of understanding of the polar regions. This mission concept
aims to address this fundamental issue.
In parallel, we recognise that viewing the Sun from above the polar regions enables further
scientific advantages, beyond those related to the solar cycle, such as unique and powerful
studies of global mass ejection processes, and studies of coronal structure and activity in polar
regions. Not only will these provide important scientific advances for fundamental stellar physics
research, they will feed into our understanding of impacts on the Earth and other planets’ space
environment.

Proposed science goals
1. To study the interior of the solar polar regions to uncover the key role of magnetic
flux transport in the solar cycle
2. To study the global mass-loss of a star through discrete mass ejection processes
3. To determine solar irradiance at all latitudes
4. To explore solar activity at the poles and the impact on the solar wind

Science goal 1: To study the interior of the solar polar regions to uncover the key role
of magnetic flux transport in the solar cycle.
We are woefully ignorant of the large-scale circulation of plasma in the Sun and stars and how
it interacts with stellar rotation and convection. For the Sun, where we can observe these flows
at low helio-latitudes, we have the beginnings of an observationally motivated model of how the
field is generated by the dynamo process.
On the theory side, we have various dynamo models and we have an improving suite of
numerical simulations that are becoming progressively more realistic. However, what we are
missing is an understanding of how magnetic flux interacts with rotating turbulent convection to
form flux concentrations that then lead to the observed active regions on the surface of the Sun.
By observing the Sun at high latitudes where the poleward flows converge and the effects of
rotation are strongest, we will learn about the effects of rotation on convection and their
combined effects on the magnetic field.
The evolution of the magnetic flux is closely tied to the latitudinal differential rotation of the Sun
and displays a complex dynamic behaviour. In addition to the systematic decrease in the rotation
rate towards the pole, rotation varies through the solar magnetic activity cycle (the “sunspot
cycle”) at most latitudes. The magnetic flux is dragged by the poleward meridional flow, which
sets the duration of the cycle in some dynamo models. The observed poleward flows simply
cannot continue to transport mass to the poles; mass cannot accumulate there without limit:
there must be a (to date unobserved) return flow toward the equator within the Sun to conserve
mass.
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Large-scale internal solar flows and differential rotation can be measured at low helio-latitudes
by the helioseismology of resonant sound waves (Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2000) while the local
helioseismology of propagating waves (Gizon, Birch, and Spruit, 2010) can measure finer
details of the complex, temporally varying flows at low helio-latitudes. These studies have
demonstrated the enormous power of these techniques near the equator where we currently
have access. Helioseismology has revolutionized our views of the structure and dynamics of
the convective region and the solar dynamo (Charbonneau, 2010; Cameron et al. 2017). In
particular, helioseismology has revealed the differential rotation in the solar interior (e.g.
Thompson et al., 2003), a key ingredient in dynamo models. Helioseismology also revealed the
depth-dependence of the time-varying zonal flows, as well as the near-surface meridional
circulation, constraints on the amplitudes of convective velocities, and inflows around active
regions – all of which have improved our understanding of the advection and stretching of the
magnetic field through the solar cycle. These flows vary over the longest time scales and are
different from cycle to cycle (Figure 1); they are important probes of the global dynamics,
including the dynamics of the magnetic field.
It is vital that these techniques be applied at the pole, where circulation patterns reverse
direction, where the solar cycle begins, and where the high-speed solar wind escapes into the
heliosphere.
An emerging field of study is energy transport by global-scale waves (e.g. Rossby) and
convective modes (e.g. giant cells); this is made possible by very long duration observations
(many years) and should be extended over multiple cycles and particularly at high latitudes.

Figure 1: Rotation rate residuals 1% of the solar radius below the visible surface (Howe et
al. 2018) from GONG, MDI and HMI. The white contours outline regions of strong magnetic
field, which track the latitudes of more rapid rotation
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The first indications of a new solar magnetic cycle occur at high latitudes where they are difficult
to observe from the ecliptic. Figure 1 shows the current observations of the magnetic field and
the flows, which reach only to 70o. These high latitude emergences are more direct probes of
the newly wound-up magnetic field than the low latitude active regions that are built up over
many years. The out-of-ecliptic views will also enable us to map flux emergences on the farside
and study non-axisymmetric dynamo modes. The same views will enable the study of the polar
magnetic field reversals in detail.
Figure 2: Closed
circulation lines.
Possible streamlines of
meridional flow. Grey
and red lines show the
sounds wave ray paths
that can be used to
measure subsurface
meridional flows using
a polar mission.

Requirements
Technically, the helioseismic science objectives that drive a solar polar mission’s requirements
are orbit and data rate. Helioseismology requires full-disk nearly continuous full-disk
observations at a temporal cadence of roughly one minute in order to resolve the entire acoustic
spectrum. The fundamental scales of solar dynamics and activity define two basic observing
modes that are needed to achieve the helioseismology objectives:
(1) relatively short (7 – 14 days) and high-resolution (500 × 500 km) Dopplergrams of sound
waves and intensity images of individual convective granules, and
(2) long time intervals (36 – 72 days) at lower lower spatial resolution (6000 × 6000 km) to
investigate global dynamics with helioseismic techniques.
The longest runs are needed to achieve the frequency precision to resolve the tachocline
structure and dynamics. High-latitude viewing of solar p-modes is not only necessary to study
the dynamics in the polar regions, it is also essential for studying the deep convection zone,
including longitudinal structures in the tachocline (see Figure 2). An orbit with 60° inclination
would allow determination of the flows in the polar regions of the upper convection zone. In
addition, the high-latitude orbit will allow us to perform stereoscopic helioseismology, to extend
the regions throughout the solar interior that are accessible.
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Science goal 2: To study the global mass-loss of a star through discrete mass ejection
processes
This science goal recognises the unique advantages of studying the processes giving rise to the
mass loss from the Sun, in particular Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), from a high-latitude
perspective. Such an observational vantage point would enable an unprecedented opportunity for
the study of the global mass loss from a star.
CMEs, large-scale eruptions of hot plasma that may accelerate charged particles and can travel
well beyond Earth’s orbit, were discovered in the early 1970s using a space-borne coronagraph
aboard OSO-7 (Brueckner et al. 1972). Since this time, a number of space missions have provided
a wealth of coronagraph observations of CMEs, all from the ecliptic plane and all but one, the
Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO), from a near-Earth vantage point; the twin
STEREO spacecraft orbit the Sun and, although observing from near the ecliptic plane, make
observations from off the Sun-Earth line.

Figure 3: A CME detected using the STEREO/COR2 coronagraph in July 2011. Historically,
CME observations have been made from the ecliptic plane. Geometrical considerations
mean that CME observations from high latitude would provide unique opportunities to study
solar global mass loss with a 360 degree view.
Many studies have shown that CMEs originate from the solar activity belts, defined by the site of
active regions. The activity belts generally occupy restricted regions below 30° latitude but migrate
equatorward with decreasing activity. Yashiro et al.’s (2004) statistical analysis of 7000 CMEs
imaged by the coronagraphs on the near-Earth SOHO spacecraft, clearly demonstrated the
latitudinal variation of CMEs with the solar cycle. In addition, CMEs often show an equatorward
deflection after eruption, resulting in a greater concentration near the equatorial streamer belt.
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Coronagraphs detect CMEs through Thomson scattering of photospheric white-light off free
electrons in the CME structure. Coronagraphs are more sensitive to CMEs that are not directed
towards the spacecraft, although the densest spacecraft-bound CMEs can be detected as faint
“halo” events emerging from behind the coronagraph occulting discs. However, from a polar
platform, for the first time, we have a vantage point from which we can potentially detect nearly
all CMEs effectively, and especially those Earth directed, and provide a global overview of CME
activity of the Sun.
This would not only provide oversight of mass ejection phenomena in terms of global distribution
and frequency, it would also permit the investigation of the longitudinal structure and density
distribution of the activity belts in the corona, as well as providing new insights into the kinematic
and topological parameters of CMEs. Recently, Xiong et al. (2018) synthesized the white-light
emission of an Earth-directed CME using a 3D MHD code and derived its structure as observed
from out of the ecliptic plane, demonstrating the feasibility of the investigations quoted above.
In addition to CME studies, the polar vantage point provides an opportunity to observe, for the
first time, the background corona/inner heliosphere from high-latitudes, enabling mapping of the
longitudinal distribution and temporal evolution of the equatorial streamer belt over prolonged
periods. These observations would also facilitate the derivation of the mass and energy flux
carried away by the solar wind in the solar equatorial plane. Observations from over the pole
would not only permit us to investigate outward-propagating CMEs, we will also be able to image
the development of co-rotating interaction (CIR) regions in the background solar wind. These
interaction regions are curved because the magnetic field lines that define their topology are
curved due to solar rotation.
The occurrence of CIRs has been inferred from images from the Heliospheric Imager aboard
STEREO (Rouillard et al. 2008), but a polar vantage point would enable a far superior view of
CIR global structure and evolution, and interaction with the Earth and other planets. Xiong et al.
(2017) synthesized the out of ecliptic view (Figure 4), demonstrating the possibilities of imaging
the 3D CIR structure from above.

Figure 4: Simulated images of a CIR observed from out of the ecliptic plane (Xiong et al.
2017)
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The occurrence rate of CMEs strongly varies over the solar cycle (e.g. Webb et al. 2017). During
solar maximum, the average CME rate is about 5 per day, and multiple CMEs can occur in close
succession associated with the same active region (homologous and sympathetic eruptions). This
inevitably leads to the interaction of successive CMEs either close to the Sun or in interplanetary
space. Such interaction is associated with many complex processes - momentum exchange,
magnetic reconnection, and propagation of magnetosonic shock waves through the ejecta (e.g.,
Lugaz et al. 2017, Manchester et al. 2017).
These phenomena also cause changes of the CME structure, such as its radial extent, expansion
speed and field strength, which in turn affect geo-effectivity. The most intense geomagnetic
storms are associated with interacting CMEs propagating in the ecliptic (Vennerstrom et al. 2016;
Liu et al. 2014). CME geo-effectiveness can also be enhanced when the CME is compressed
from behind by a CIR or high-speed solar wind stream, resulting in enhanced magnetic fields (e.g.
Kilpua et al. 2017). A polar perspective will provide a much better view of CME-CME and CMECIR interaction processes in interplanetary space, where they occur and how they propagate.
Viewpoints above the poles can allow a more complete determination of the fractional contribution
of CMEs to the mass loss of the Sun. The cumulative effect of this transient mass loss in the form
of CMEs could be larger than current estimates, typically <10% of the overall solar wind mass flux
(about 2x10-14 Msun/yr). Mass loss via the solar wind and CMEs can be investigated as a function
of solar magnetic activity, with the purpose of predicting the CME occurrence rate and associated
mass loss rate of solar-type stars on the basis of their magnetic activity level (Mishra et al. 2019).
The relative contribution of stellar CMEs into the stellar wind could be high for active stars (Aarnio
et al. 2011); quantification of this is important in evaluating the global mass-loss from the stars.
Stellar mass loss is also found to have a significant influence on stellar evolution since this may
determine stellar spin down, with the consequential impact that rotation plays on stellar properties.
In fact, it is widely accepted that the Sun, like other late-type stars that have overcome the diskstellar interaction phase, undergoes loss of angular momentum during its main sequence lifetime
mostly due to wind magnetic braking (Kraft 1967, Mestel 1968). This is a mechanism generated
by the stellar wind torque (Lanzafame & Spada 2015, Matt et al. 2015, Finley et al. 2018), due to
the fact that ejected plasma remains magnetically connected to the stellar surface for several
stellar radii, namely up to the Alfvénic radius estimated to be around 15-25 R for the Sun (Kwon
& Vourlidas, 2018). The same mechanism of wind magnetic braking has been proposed for CMEs
(Aarnio et al. 2012); the mass loss due to the cumulative effect of all CMEs should have a
contribution to the total torque that spins down the star. Difficulty in predicting solar and stellar
wind torques arises mostly due to the lack of observations (past, current or planned) of mass-loss
and stellar wind on a global scale and of the magnetic field geometry of these stars and their
topological magnetic interconnection. The only hope for gaining some indication is by observing
our closest star, and extending this to other late-type stars in line with a philosophy of solar-stellar
connection (Brun et al. 2015, 2017). To assess angular momentum loss rate, the magnetic
topology of the star and, more specifically, the complexity of the surface magnetic field at all
latitudes has been shown to be crucial in the coupling between a star and its wind (Garraffo et al.
2015). Moreover, the global coverage of magnetic field measurements including also the poles,
is expected to substantially improve current MHD models of the solar wind and CME propagation
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through interplanetary space.
A viewpoint from above the solar poles, will provide huge benefits, for example avoiding (1) the
projection effects on the line of sight magnetic field measurements that produce a large amount
of noise at the poles, and (2) the Sun’s tilt angle periodically rendering those areas invisible to
current and planned solar probes (i.e., Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter). The need for a
mission like the one we are proposing is also critical, considering that these kinds of
measurements are not possible, not even in the near future, for late-type stars other than the Sun.
It would be extremely valuable to compare CME events as seen from a polar view with similar
instruments deployed in the ecliptic plane from other space science missions that are operational
(e.g., space weather monitoring spacecraft at L1 and L5, carrying coronagraphs, EUV imagers
and heliospheric imagers). The successful scientific outcome of a dedicated solar polar mission
would not be dependent on the coincidence of solar missions in the ecliptic plane, but, using
such observations in concert would lead to significant additional advances.
Such combined observations would enable analyses of CME phenomena in both longitude and
latitude for the first time; 3D views of CMEs (and, indeed CIRs) would be extremely important for
studies of CME onset, propagation and impact studies. Exploiting available spacecraft
combinations would also give the opportunity for investigating the 3D global structure of the solar
corona and heliosphere, and how is this influenced by solar activity and CMEs. This new,
combined observational approach would contribute significantly to the validation of global
heliospheric models.
Requirements
The concept of a polar mission providing extensive coverage of the inner heliosphere, focused on
the ecliptic plane, for extended periods of time, would be unique, and the scientific advantages of
such a mission have been spelt out above. Our goal is to achieve:
1. helio-latitudes of greater than or equal to 60 degrees;
2. for many periods of tens of days each at at the poles, across a long portion of a solar
cycle;
3. mission orbital parameters in terms of aphelion and perihelion values well within 1 AU,
dictated by the required resolution of the remote sensing instrumentation.
The high-latitude view would allow crucial measurements of the directionality and changes of
speed of the plasma erupted from the Sun, and unique tracking capabilities of events with respect
to all Solar System bodies. If the spacecraft scientific payload included a coronagraph and a
heliospheric imager, working in concert, the observation and tracking of CMEs and CIRs and their
influence throughout the corona and inner heliosphere, over all longitudes, would be available for
the first time. With an additional EUV imager and magnetograph the mission would include the
magnetic and coronal imaging capabilities required to investigate the solar sources of the solar
wind phenomena. Finally, the inclusion of particle and field in-situ instrumentation would allow
measurements of the local plasmas to provide the in-situ ‘ground truth’ measurements relevant
to several of the lines of research mentioned above.
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Science goal 3: To determine the solar irradiance at all latitudes
The total solar irradiance (TSI) has been measured since 1978 by a number of space instruments.
All TSI space missions so far have been bound to the ecliptic, which coincides closely with the
solar equatorial plane. While the ecliptic plane is the perfect vantage point for monitoring the
essential climate variable TSI, in other words the energy input on planet Earth, a polar mission
will be able to explore how the Sun’s radiative output varies at all latitudes which ultimately allows
the determination of the solar luminosity. We know that the TSI varies as a function of the solar
activity cycle. The key driver of the solar activity cycle is understood to be the solar surface
magnetic field which manifests itself as the dark sunspots, and bright faculae and network. The
latter compensate for the dark sunspots. The polar regions remain a mystery, and the dominant
source of radiative output at the poles is not well understood. Indeed, the interaction between the
poles and the activity belt and how that changes with the cycle is not clear. Another interesting
question is the long-term changes in the solar cycle - the past two cycles of the Sun have been
weaker than the previous ones. Measuring the solar irradiance during weak cycles at the minimum
period may provide insight into the potential long-term minima such as the Maunder minimum what actually causes a reduction in the radiative output?
This polar mission concept will measure the TSI and alongside that telescopes will observe the
bright features on the Sun. Measurements from above the solar equator only provide a first-order
estimate of the total energy output of the Sun, the solar luminosity.
A TSI radiometer on board a solar polar orbiting mission would be able to measure the latitudinal
distribution of the solar irradiance and how it varies with time. Accurate measurements of the solar
luminosity will feed in to the understanding of solar-type stars whose orientation of the rotation
axis is unknown, i.e. it is not known from which vantage point the stars are observed. In recent
years,
however,
astroseismology for example, has
revealed that differential
rotation also occurs on Sunlike stars (e.g. Benomar et
al., 2018). This study did
show that this differential
rotation can be larger in
other stars than it is in our
Sun. Understanding how the
differential rotation on our
Sun impacts the irradiance
will be key in understanding
the luminosities of other
Figure 5: Visibility of two zonal latitude bands between ±5◦ and
stars
with
different
±30◦latitude for different inclinations i (defined here as the
differential rotation, and
angle between the solar rotation axis and the line-of-sight); i
different orientations.
decreases in steps of ∆i ≈ 13◦ from the upper left (i = 90◦) to
A key question is whether
the lower right (i = 0◦). Adapted from Knaack et al. 2001
the brightness of the poles
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is different than the brightness of the quiet areas elsewhere on the Sun. Knaack et al. (2001)
studied the influence of the solar inclination, i, on the outgoing total and spectral solar flux. With
their model they found that the total flux increases by about 0.15% when measured from the poles
(i = 0°,see Figure 5 bottom right) with respect to i=90° (upper left). The authors also find that,
while UV variability decreases slightly when observed from the poles, variability in the visible is
expected to increase by up to 150%.
If this model is confirmed, this means that the shape of the spectrum depends on the inclination
angle of the solar (or stellar) observation. Ultimately, this would then also have implications on
the stellar magnetic activity index (S-index) of both the Sun and Sun-like stars. Currently, the Sindex of the quiet Sun, Sqs, is understood to be independent of the inclination. However, if the
shape of the spectrum is indeed a function of i, so would be the S-index. For comparing the Sun
with solar-type stars the S-index plays a crucial role and therefore, its exact value is essential.
In summary, a dependence of the directional energy output of the Sun cannot be ruled out and
its exact amplitude needs to be determined. This result would be crucial to constrain irradiance
models for solar and stellar applications.

Figure 6: Solar magnetic cycle from 1974 to the present. Opposite polarity is indicated by the
blue and yellow. Courtesy D. Hathaway.

The luminosity of the Sun is L=4p (1AU)2S, with the assumption that the TSI is a suitable measure
of the flux S. The flux measurements from a polar mission will directly give us the information as
to how much S varies as a function of latitude and ultimately whether L varies over the solar cycle.
Figure 6 illustrates the solar magnetic cycle which covers on average 22 years. During this time
the poles undergo a magnetic field reversal. We know that TSI varies with the solar cycle and
these measurements will address whether the solar luminosity also varies over the solar cycle.
We will be able to measure if the brightness of the poles change over the solar cycle and what
role the polar magnetic field strength has.
With the search for habitable planets there is increasing need to understand the place of the Sun
amongst other solar-type stars. However, differences exist between the Sun and Sun-like stars
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that are not yet fully understood. A striking difference is the smaller variability of the Sun on solar
cycle time scales (e.g. Lockwood et al. 1992; Radick et al. 2018) compared to Sun-like stars. This
difference might be partly due to the inherently different solar and stellar observations. Until now,
all TSI and SSI observations have been obtained from the vantage point of Earth. Stellar
observations, however, are typically obtained as chromospheric or photometric variability and
from random stellar inclinations. The fact that stars are observed from different viewpoints might
explain part of the difference in solar cycle variability. Indeed, Knaack et al. (2001) showed that
in the visible wavelengths, bright faculae are less effectively compensated by the sunspots if the
Sun was observed at higher latitudes. This indicates that the comparison between the solar and
stellar variability is rather complex. Therefore, to better link solar versus stellar variability it is
essential to measure the solar flux from all viewpoints, most importantly from high latitudes.
Ultimately, by better understanding solar and stellar variability we will be able to better constrain
future solar variability and at the same time improve the characterization of solar-like host stars
of Earth-like exoplanets.
Our understanding of the changes of the radiative energy output of the Sun is based on the
modeling of the radiation emerging from the surface components of the Sun. These include besides the quiet, mostly non-magnetic Sun - the solar activity features such as sunspots, faculae,
and the network. The changing area contribution of these features leads to an overall variation of
the outgoing radiative flux.
Our knowledge of the emergent radiation of the solar surface components stems from radiative
transfer modeling of these components. A key basis for the radiative transfer modeling is semiempirical atmosphere structures that are developed to reproduce spectral observations at
intermediate spatial resolution (Fontenla et al., 1999; 2009). Depending on the spectral
wavelength of interest, they are then used with different radiative transfer codes (Ermolli et al.,
2013; Haberreiter et al., 2014) to model the emergent spectrum. Recently, the radiative transfer
modeling has been further extended to employing 3D MHD models (Yeo et al., 2017).
There is however an important missing link. Due to the lack of observations, the detailed
characterization of the solar atmosphere at the poles has so far not been possible. In particular,
it is not known whether the photosphere at the poles is darker (cooler) or brighter (hotter) than
the average quiet Sun. Moreover, we do not know the detailed properties of the polar plasma, i.e.
its temperature structure, density, flow patterns. In order to infer these properties, it would be
essential to observe the poles with intermediate to high spectral resolution. Based on the
observed spectra it would then be possible to derive the atmospheric structure of the poles.
Detailed observations of the poles will allow us then to improve irradiance reconstruction models
- further constrained by global flux measurements - and ultimately to better link solar with stellar
observations.
Requirements
The science goals for the latitudinal variation of total solar irradiance require as high an
inclination as is possible (in an ideal world 90°, but anything >60° would be a significant advance
on existing/planned observations). Due to the importance of long-term measurements, it is
necessary to collect observations over several years – ideally over a solar cycle.
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Science goal 4: To explore solar activity at the poles and its impact on the solar wind
Ulysses (1990-2009) undertook the only previous exploration of the heliosphere outside the
ecliptic plane, making in-situ solar wind plasma, electromagnetic fields and composition
measurements. These measurements demonstrated the prevalence, particularly near-solar
minimum, of fast, relatively uniform, solar wind at high northern and southern latitudes
(McComas et al., 1998, 2003), while more variable ‘slow’ solar wind originates from the coronal
streamer belt at low-latitudes. During solar minimum, the fast solar wind most likely originates
from large polar coronal holes and subsequently expands with distance from the Sun to fill much
of the hemispheric cavity, while the slow solar wind is more confined around the equatorial plane.
Ulysses also demonstrated that the fast solar wind contains ‘open’ magnetic flux, where the
spacecraft is connected directly along magnetic field lines and thus provides the most direct
physical connection to the solar wind origin in the solar atmosphere (e.g., Cranmer & Van
Ballegooijen, 2005). Although Ulysses observations were made at very high solar latitudes (~80
degrees), they were confined to a relatively large distance range (between 1.3 and 5.4 AU) from
the Sun, due to the reliance on a Jovian gravity assist maneuver (GAM) to reach high latitudes.
The out-of-the-ecliptic solar wind will also be sampled in situ by the Solar Orbiter mission. Like
Ulysses, Solar Orbiter will carry instruments to measure the solar wind plasma, electromagnetic
fields, energetic particles and composition, although significantly more modern variants. These
measurements will be augmented by remote-sensing instruments providing imagery and
spectroscopic information of the solar atmosphere. Solar Orbiter will make its measurements
between 0.28 and ~1 AU. Thus, although the mission will not reach the high latitudes sampled
by Ulysses, it will sample the solar wind much closer to its sources.
There are strong scientific reasons to make solar wind measurements from a platform that
combines both the high-latitude vantage point of Ulysses with the near-Sun, multi-instrument
capabilities of Solar Orbiter. In the 1970’s the Helios mission (Rosenbauer et al. 1977)
demonstrated that the sampling of pristine solar wind, free from the effects of in transit
processing, requires in-situ measurements within a few 10th’s of an AU, a view confirmed
through more recent imaging of the corona and inner heliosphere by e.g. instruments on
STEREO (Howard et al. 2008), and reportedly also by the early results from the Parker Solar
Probe mission (Fox et al. 2016). A further advantage of sampling solar wind from high-latitudes
would be extended periods of measurement of the expanding fast solar wind in the absence of
any stream interactions with the slower wind from the streamer belt. Open magnetic flux in this
region provides a persistent and direct magnetic connection between the surface magnetic field
and ejected plasma elements. This can be modelled using magnetograph data, which can shed
light on the acceleration of the solar wind and energetic-particle events. Such measurements
are crucial to providing constraints on solar wind formation processes on both a local and global
scale and on the influence of the magnetic field close to the Sun. In particular, these
measurements could be used to better determine how the spatial distribution of the fast solar
wind properties varies with respect to the location/size/edge of the polar coronal holes. They
would also help to determine the overall magnetic flux budget within the heliosphere, potentially
resolving the ‘open flux’ conundrum within existing measurements (Linker et al. 2017). These
topics are expanded on further below.
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Identification of fast solar wind sources and acceleration. The Solar Orbiter mission
philosophy recognises that direct, simultaneous measurements of both on-disk activity and insitu features observed in the solar wind are needed to properly explore solar wind sources and
related structures, such as polar plumes associated with polar coronal holes and the ambient
solar wind from coronal holes. Launching such a combined package on a solar polar orbiting
platform reaching very high latitudes would complete these studies at all latitudes. As noted,
measurements from such high polar latitudes would enable study of the evolution of the solar
wind from its source region to the observing platform with little or no effects of e.g. the stream
interactions that significantly influence dynamics of the solar wind at lower latitudes. Such pristine
fast solar wind observations will enable us to unambiguously establish their connection to
features observed in the polar corona, such as polar plumes and coronal hole jets. In turn, this
allows us to investigate driving mechanisms. Moreover, such measurements of the high-latitude
solar wind with modern instrumentation, would also fill in parameter space and augment studies
of processes occurring within the solar wind itself that have been made nearer the ecliptic (Solar
Orbiter) or at greater distances (Ulysses). For example, the level of plasma wave activity,
turbulence, internal heating and other kinematics within pristine fast solar wind from the polar
coronal holes would provide a significant context in which to place similar measurements of more
disturbed near-ecliptic regions. This is key knowledge needed to complete our understanding of
how energy flows from a star to its surrounding environment.
Observations from a polar vantage point have significant scientific advantages when combined
with observations made from or near the ecliptic. Multiple vantage points significantly enhance
our ability to undertake studies of the coronal structures that are the source of the solar wind.
Global knowledge of the solar wind, its sources, and in-transit dynamics. In addition to
analyses of specific high-latitude solar wind sources and the processes involved in the release
of the solar wind, synoptic polar observations from near-Sun high-latitude vantage points will
complete an exploration of measurement space that will underpin a step-change in
understanding the large-scale structure of the heliosphere and the physical processes therein.
Data from a solar polar orbiting platform will reveal the full radial and longitudinal evolution of the
solar wind and transient structures propagating through it, providing critical information on the
fundamental nature of our star and its environment. For example, this would reveal the magnetic
connectivity map across large volumes of space, which can be used to constrain theories of the
role of the magnetic field in solar and heliospheric dynamics. Full measurements of the amount
of open magnetic flux in the heliosphere can only be made by including measurements outside
of the ecliptic. Combined with direct measurements of polar magnetic fields, their boundaries
and associated solar-wind source regions at high latitudes at the Sun, these out-of-ecliptic
measurements will resolve inconsistencies in our understanding of the open flux. Such data can
also be used to probe the global nature of key boundaries between the Sun and the heliosphere,
such as the Alfvénic surface, and determine their roles in conditioning the outflowing solar wind
plasma. Combined with ecliptic vantage points, the global nature of the interactions between
solar wind streams with different sources, with different speeds, densities, etc, can be
comprehensively studied. In particular, the way these interactions evolve with both time and
distance can be disentangled, which is very challenging based on measurements from one
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vantage point only. The formation and evolution of CIRs and associated shocks, as well as
CMEs, could in principle be tracked continuously over long periods of time from a polar vantage
point (as discussed under Science Goal 2). Finally, these measurements will provide a unique
picture of the global variations in the fine structure within the fast solar wind, the latitudinal
dependence of the occurrence of turbulence and wave-particle interactions, the influence of the
three-dimensional structure of the magnetic field on these variations, the plasma convection and
circulation flows at and below the surface, and how these might vary as a function of solar
activity. These are all important inputs for operational space weather forecasters.
Finally, we consider the propagation of energetic particles within the heliosphere. There is now
a general consensus that solar energetic particles are generated by disparate processes,
including direct release from solar flares and more gradual generation at interplanetary shocks
propagating through the heliosphere in association with CMEs and/or CIRs. However, our
understanding of the transport of these particles through the heliosphere remains rudimentary.
STEREO observations show that energetic particle events apparently spread rapidly beyond
regions that are magnetically connected to their source This surprising result suggests that there
must be processes operating near the Sun that act to not only accelerate the particles to their
high-energies, but also transport them in radius, longitude and, presumably, latitude.
Observations from a polar vantage point would be able to confirm the latter, but the relatively
simple magnetic structure expected at higher latitudes will provide testable constraints on
theories of these transport processes. In addition, the propagation of energetic electron bursts
through the inner heliosphere can be remotely sensed through observation of Type II and Type
III radial emissions. Their observation from various radial and latitudinal locations, or indeed
from multiple vantage point in and out of the ecliptic, will enable better understanding of
propagation of energetic electrons through space. Conversely, direct observation of these
electrons can provide information on the magnetic connectivity of the spacecraft to solar sources
and reveal the timings for the actions of the release processes in the corona. This allows a more
direct link with remote observations of potential source regions to be confirmed.
In addition to the specific advantages to making measurements of the Sun and the heliosphere
from a solar polar vantage point, we note a more general benefit from such data in both priming
and validating magnetic and plasma simulations. Magnetograph measurements of the solar
poles would significant augment the accuracy of the lower boundary conditions generally used
in global simulations of the solar atmosphere and modelling of the heliosphere. Moreover,
measurements of the solar wind distributed in radial distance, latitude and longitude provide a
network of ground truth points to which to compare and refine the simulation results (e.g.
predicted vs observed flow speeds, densities, timings of magnetic reversals, etc.). These
interdisciplinary activities to improve the accuracy of the model output would significantly benefit
operational space weather services.
Requirements
The primary science of this goal will be achieved by an inclination of > 60 degrees. This goal is
the one mostly driven by the distance to the Sun – it requires the location to be <1AU. A
combination of remote sensing and in-situ instruments are required.
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Space mission concepts
There has been a drive for many years to explore the poles of the Sun. Table 1 summarises the
range of ideas to date, and whether they fulfil the science goals stated above or not. The list may
not be complete but is representative of the efforts to explore the solar poles and shows quite
clearly that most (6 out of 8 of them) have not progressed beyond the concept stage - mainly for
technology readiness reasons. Only one has flown, namely Ulysses, which did not include the
remote sensing payload required to address the goals described above. The remaining mission,
Solar Orbiter, only achieves 32 degrees helio-latitude, allowing some polar-oriented scientific
studies towards the end of the mission but has little capability to address the goals presented
here. To deliver the science that we present requires a new concept combining high latitude
observations (above 70 degrees) with an appropriate orbit and remote sensing instrumentation.
Table 1: A summary of missions that have been flown or planned to explore the poles. Only one
polar mission has flown and it had no ability to remotely sense the poles.
Mission

Inclination

Flight
Status

Science goal
1

Science goal
2

Science goal
3

Science goal
4

Ulysses (Wenzel et
al. 1992)

80

Flown

no

no

no

In-situ only

Solar Orbiter (Müller
et al. 2013)

32

Planned

Short
duration only

Short
duration only

no

Short
duration only

SPDEx (Vourlidas et
al. 2018)

75

Concept

yes

yes

yes

yes

SPORT (Xiong et al.
2016)

≥60

Concept

Only fields,
no helioseismology

yes

no

yes

Polaris (Appourchaux
et al. 2009)

75

Concept

yes

yes

yes

yes

SPI (Liewer et al.
2009)

75

Concept

yes

yes

yes

yes

RAMSES (Le Qeau et
al. 1998)

Above
ecliptic

Concept

no

no

no

yes

European solar stereo
mission (Bothmer et
al., 1998)

90

Concept

yes

yes

yes

yes

Each science goal in this white paper described gives a summary of the requirements for the
mission. These are based around the inclination from the ecliptic plane, and the duration of
observing at the poles. These two main requirements will drive the technology of the mission
concept. Table 2 summarises these requirements.
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Table 2: Key mission requirements for a polar mission
Science goal

Inclination

Distance to Sun

Duration

SG1

>60

<1AU

>36 days at the poles

SG2

>60

<1 AU

SG3

>60

1AU

SG4

>60

<1 AU

Extended periods over
solar cycle
Years (preferably solar
cycle)
10s days at the pole in
each orbit

Pole to
pole view?
yes

Other

yes

Ecliptic imaging and insitu beneficial
Ecliptic TSI
measurements beneficial
Requires combination of
remote sensing and insitu instrumentation

yes
no

Ecliptic measurements
beneficial

Technology Challenges
This section summarises the technical challenges of a mission to observe the poles, and how
they might be achieved. A solar polar mission to exploit the scientific gains of observing the Sun
and its near-space environment from high helio-latitudes must observe from above the poles for
long durations. The goals, above, require a three-axis stabilised, solar-pointed platform carrying
a package of remote sensing and in-situ instruments. The likely instruments would be an evolution
of current instrument strengths on missions such as Solar Orbiter and STEREO. Here, we focus
on the mission concept options with a view to the technology requirements. Several options would
allow us to reach high helio-latitudes for long durations with increasing levels of technical difficulty.
(i) Ulysses type orbit with remote sensing instruments
There has been one solar polar mission, the Ulysses mission. One option for a polar mission is
to adopt an updated Ulysses-style orbital strategy, using a Jupiter gravity assist (JGA). Ulysses
did not include solar remote sensing instrumentation. Observations were made over the polar
regions only every 6 years in an orbit with aphelion 5.4 AU and perihelion 1.34 AU. A similar orbit,
including remote sensing instruments, could achieve to some extent goals 2 and 3, but is too
restricted timewise to achieve the full scientific goals, and is farther from the Sun than would be
ideal for good resolution imaging. In addition, unlike Ulysses, we would require a three-axis
stabilised spacecraft for the remote sensing instruments. In addition, an radioisotope
thermoelectric generator (RTG) was used with Ulysses, given its distance from the Sun, and this
may not be acceptable in the current climate.
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ii) Solar sail option An option for a polar
mission is to exploit future development of
solar sail technology to achieve a far more
favourable orbital scenario much closer to the
Sun and orbiting at high helio-latitudes for long
periods. The concept proposed for the
POLARIS mission (Appourchaux et al. 2007,
2009, 2016) uses a combination of a VGA and
solar sail propulsion to place a spacecraft in a
0.48 AU circular orbit around the Sun with an
inclination of 75° from the solar equator (see
Figure 7).
In this orbit, at least 59% of the time would be
spent at latitudes higher than the maximum
Figure 7: The orbital scenario for the POLARIS
latitude reached by Solar Orbiter. However, the
proposal (Appourchaux et al. 2009) using a VGA
sail size is significantly larger than has been
and a sail of side dimension 179 m.
achieved to date. So, whilst the solar sail option
is considered the baseline for the current White
Paper, based on the POLARIS studies, the
technological advances required are acknowledged.
Figure 8 shows the most recent solar sail mission, LightSail2, a crowdfunded project through the
Planetary Society. The 32m2 sail was deployed successfully in the Earth-orbiting mission to
demonstrate orbital manoeuvres using sail technology. The first successful solar sail technology
demonstrator, IKAROS, was launched in 2010 with a 196 m2 sail. It completed its 5-year mission
after an interplanetary journey that included a Venus encounter. Its principal aims were to
demonstrate deployment and control of a large, thin solar sail, including attitude control through
reflectance variation. Whereas the solar sail option
does not require carrying a large mass of
propellant, it does require storage and deployment
of a solar sail over two orders of magnitude larger
than any previously flown.
Figure 8: An image taken on 25th July 2019 showing
the successful deployment of the LightSail2 solar sail.
(Credit: Planetary Society)

(iii) Ion drive option
Ion engines have been developed for many years and are increasingly used for science and
exploration. A recent example is the use of four 5kW T6 gridded ion engines developed by QinetiQ
for ESA’s Bepi-Columbo mission. ESA is continuing the study of future technologies that would
be necessary for exploration missions. These include studies on using Hall Effect Thrusters to
keep a station around the moon (CISLUNAR). Technologies like this could be explored to provide
the long durations needs over the poles to obtain the science goals.
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The way forward for technology
In the case that the solar sail option is selected, a potential small solar sail mission technology
demonstrator could be flown as a precursor to the main mission. This would be based upon a
light platform and a solar sail system of reasonable size (>10 x 10 m2) for a small launcher (Vega
like). This mission could carry a minimal payload that would bring significant scientific return given
the technology development. The precursor mission would qualify in-flight all the required
technology for the solar sail system. Possibilities for instruments for this option that have ~2kg
mass are a small EUV imager, a magnetometer or a total solar irradiance monitor.
Although we are talking about instrument payload options that look very much like heritage
instruments from SOHO, STEREO and Lagrange, there would be a need for miniaturization of
instruments given the difficulties of this orbit whilst maintaining scientific capability, and such
miniaturisation would be required for all of the orbital scenario options. There would be trade-offs,
e.g. between payload mass and the sail size required, for the solar sail option.
Figure 9 summarises the options and challenges listed above. Since this white paper considers
missions for the period 2035-2050 we expect that technology for sails, ion engines and
miniaturization will have progressed enough for serious consideration. The abscissa of Figure 9
relates to increasing TRL to the left and increasing scientific return to the right. The Ulysses-style
option is based on a proven approach, i.e. the highest TRL, and, whilst its scientific return would
be extremely significant, if not ground-breaking (because we are taking remote sensing from high
helio-latitudes for the first time), the long-duration polar observation periods and solar vicinity
afforded by the sail and ion drive options would likely provide much greater scientific return. Thus,
those options are shown to the right, with arrows indicating the technology development strands
required. The orange oval shows an opportunity for a precursor mission as the technologies are
developed. For all options we are looking for instrument miniaturisation to varying degrees.
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Figure 9: A schematic view of the mission scenarios and strategy for this proposal.
Thus, solar sails, ion engines and miniaturization of instrumentation are key to reaching the
challenges of long-duration, < 1 AU, high helio-latitude solar orbits. For some years there has
been a drive to smaller, lower mass instruments; consider, for example, the payloads of ESA’s
SOHO and Solar Orbiter, which contain some similar instrument-types but with very different
instrument parameters due to the use of different materials and modified optical designs. We
would anticipate that this effort would continue within the instrument community.
The solar sail option would be a major challenge for the platform. Key developments are required
in the following areas of solar sail technology: material, deployment (booms), attitude and orbit
control system, and jettison mechanism. Some of these are discussed in Macdonald et al. (2006).
Different orbital concepts are presented by Appourchaux et al. (2009) and Liewer et al. (2007).
Both employ a solar sail to reach a near-polar heliocentric orbit. One study includes a VGA has
to enhance transfer performance and allow for increased mass budget. A mission with a full
payload using only a solar sail, requires a sail area of up to 200 m2. This would need significant
technology development but, over the timescale extending to the end of the Voyage 2050
programme, we feel this should be an area of significant development in any case, as it would
open up opportunities for other opportunities beyond solar and heliospheric physics.
With regard to ion engines, such an option was explored in the early phase of the Solar Orbiter
mission, but in the end not used, and was considered for the POLARIS study but rejected in favour
of sails. Since this time, significant developments have taken place; for example, BepiColombo
spacecraft launched in 2018 with a state-of-the-art ion engine. Thus, in the context of this White
Paper, an ion engine should be explored early on as a serious option for the mission.
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World-wide context
There is a clear scientific drive for the international community to study the solar poles in a
consistent way, over an entire activity cycle. This is a critical next step in the global solar physics
space mission program. Prior to 2006, all solar remote sensing observations were made from the
ecliptic plane, on or near Earth (Earth orbit or L1). STEREO (2006 to date) provided an
evolutionary step by pioneering observations out of the Sun-Earth line, and Parker Solar Probe
(2018 to date) and Solar Orbiter (2020 launch) took on the next evolutionary step by targeting the
first solar encounter observations. The remaining unexplored regions are the polar regions of the
Sun, targeted by this White Paper. Indeed, the fact that the polar regions are not well understood
is particularly unfortunate as the Earth spends a significant time magnetically connected to the
polar coronal holes (Luhmann et al. 2009), which are difficult to observe from Earth (Petrie, 2015).
In a response to a recent international review of Next Generation Solar Physics Missions carried
out by JAXA, NASA, and ESA, two white papers proposed polar missions. Gibson et al. (2018)
also recently highlighted the importance of a polar view to answer fundamental questions of the
kind addressed here. The next step for a polar mission will be building on the foundation laid by
Solar Orbiter, which will get the first view of the solar poles by reaching over 30° out of the ecliptic
towards the end of its mission. Whilst, over the next decade, significant progress will be made,
there is no doubt that these sneak previews of the polar regions will lay the foundation to lead to
a fully polar mission.
Whilst a polar mission would provide thoroughly new observational scenarios that would advance
our understanding of the Sun and heliosphere, one important option that could be considered in
the context of Voyage2050 would be to target an L-class opportunity that combines this with one
or more missions in the fields of solar, heliospheric, magnetospheric and ionospheric physics.
Such a Grand European Heliospheric Observatory would not only address major challenges in
Solar-Terrestrial physics but provide rapid advancements in a holistic approach to the science
that underpins our European space weather requirements for decades to come.
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